This requires the deployment of recognition algorithms that are expected to operate under all conditions. One of the most researched recognition applications in the literature is traffic sign recognition (TSR). Nevertheless, testing TSR algorithms under challenging conditions has been lagging for a number of reasons. One major factor is the limitation of existing datasets in terms of challenging conditions and metadata. To address such shortcomings, the Challenging Unreal and Real Environments for Traffic Sign Detection (CURE-TSD) dataset was recently introduced [1] , which was also utilized for traffic sign recognition in [2] . In this article, we share an overview of the VIP Cup experience including competition setup, teams, technical approaches, statistics, and competition experience through finalist teams members' and organizers' eyes.
Traffic Sign Recognition under Challenging Conditions: Traffic signs can be recognized by state-ofthe-art algorithms with high precision and accuracy in existing datasets, which are limited in terms of challenging conditions and corresponding metadata. The limited nature of these test sets makes it difficult to estimate the performance of recognition algorithms in non-ideal real-world scenarios. Recent studies [3, 4] showed that adversarial perturbations can degrade the performance of existing traffic sign recognition systems under specific conditions. Even though these studies shed a light on conditions that are intentionally designed to fool existing systems, introduced non-idealities are inherently different from realistic challenging conditions. To perform practical robustness tests for traffic Participants were allowed to use Maltab ® as a coding platform and Python and C++ as coding languages along with any library or toolboxes. Competition rules, which were set to have a fair competition ground, guarantee reproducible research, and obtain practical algorithms, are as follows:
• Any algorithm that utilizes future frames for prediction will be disqualified.
• Any algorithm that utilizes testing labels in the final evaluation will be disqualified.
• Any algorithm that utilizes testing sequences or labels in the training including model training and validation will be disqualified.
• The submissions should include detailed instructions and necessary codes to replicate the results.
Otherwise, the participants can be disqualified.
• Reproducing results including training, testing, or any other processes should not exceed a reasonable amount of time that allows the organizers to evaluate all submissions within the given time window. DRAFT 4 The open competition stage was completed on July 8, 2017, which was the deadline to receive team submissions that included:
• a report in the form of an IEEE conference paper up to six pages, on the technical details of the methods used, programs developed, and results;
• estimated detection files for each test sequence; and
• all codes with detailed comments and README files.
The VIP Cup 2017 organizers evaluated the submissions and announced the finalists as team Neurons, p "Although we had no prior expertise in the field, we did not stop short. We started out from zero and constantly found ourselves at an impasse. However, the support from our supervisor and mentor and the relentless efforts from all the team members was animating. We spent countless hours, group sessions in weekends, through holidays and even before exams for the project. The huge amount of data we needed to process required powerful hardware which wasnt available to us. However, our perseverance allowed us to proceed with what we had and at the end we came up with a working solution." -Team Markovians DRAFT Organizers' opinions: It has been very inspiring to meet the teams in person and hear their stories. Their experience demonstrated that with dedication one can compete at the global level despite hardship, lack of resources, and limited support. In addition, this experience showed the importance of mentorship exerted here by professors who lead these undergraduate teams to excel.
The dedication of competing teams motivated the organizers to work tirelessly throughout the competition. 
